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ABSTRACT
An autonomous roving vehicle capable of exploring;
the surface of the planet Mars has been under construction
and continual development at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
An improved multi-laser/multi-detector triangulation scheme
has been proposed to collect data on the terrain in the im-
mediate foreground of the planetary rover. The purpose of
this report is to present a terrain modeling algorithm that
would reconstruct the sensed ground images formed by the tri-
angulation scheme, and classify as unsafe any terrain feature
that would pose a hazard to the vehicle. This modeler greatly
reduces quantization errors inherent in a laser sensing system
-through the use of a thinning algorithm. Dual filters are em-
pleyed to separate terrain steps from the general landscape,
simplifying the analysis of terrain features. Finally, a
crosspath analysis is utilized to detect and avoid obstacles
that would adversely affect the roll of the vehicle. Comp-
uter simulations of the rover on various terrains examine the
performance of the modeler.
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Mechanical probes and remote sensing devices have
long been used to explore regions that are beyond the immedi-
ate reach of man. This is true not only on the Earth's sur-
face, but also in deep space research. The first Tunar probes
were unmanned and were mainly used to gather the initial data
on the moons's surface. High powered Earth based telescopes
and "fly-bys" were able to pick out major points of interest
that a probe could explore. These early probes were station-
ary; once landed, they could. not move.
Considerable effort has also been focused on the ex-
ploration of the planet Mars. Unfortunately, Mars is much
further away from the Earth than the moon. This of course
lim=ts the resolution that may be obtained through telescopes
for the purpose of positioning a martian probe. This would
not be a problem if many probes were to be placed on the plan-
et, however this would require a great deal of duplicity in
the mission. Another alternative would be to have a few mob-
ile vehicles that would roam the surface. Such a vehicle
would not be limited to a single location; this eliminates one
problem, but creates others.
There is a very large communication delay time (from
nine to twenty-five minutes) between_ Mars and any Earth based
control station. If the roving vehicle were dependent upon






meters, or more likely, the vehicle would fall into a crater
before the command center could prevent such a disaster.
The vehicle then needs to be somewhat autonomous.
While the extreme long range hazards could be avoided via the
communications link, a short range detection system would also
be a necessity. Such a short range detection system would
make use of computing facilities on-board the rover itself,
eliminating the dangerous time delay of the communications
link.
The autonomous rover being developed at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute uses a laser/photodetector triangulation
system as the short range sensor. A great deal of work has
gone into the development of terrain modelers - algorithms
that detect and catagorize possible hazards. All previous
work in this field has concentrated on slope calculations us-
ing area analysis to detect hazards. While these methods do
a fairly good job at detecting boulders, negative obstacles
such a craters frequently go undetected unless they are very
large. Sloping terrain across the path of the vehicle also
presented problems to these modelers.
The subject of this report is the development of a
new modeler using completely different techniques, breaking
away from all earlier modelers. The current version of the
modeler using these new concepts draws slightly from pattern
recognition ideas, processing data from the sensors before any
analysis is performed. Results of tests show vastly improved
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The Mars Rover pzNject has two ma;:)r divisions, the
hardware and software groups. The hardware group is divided
into two smaller teams: one is responsible for all of the mech-
anical aspects of the rover, the other must develop and main-
tain the electrical components and subsystems of the vehicle.
The software group is also subdivided into two teams, Realtime
control and Simulation. As its name implies,the realtime
group works closely with the hardware group and is responsible
for the data received, and for the total control of the rover
during an actual run of the vehicle. The simulation team has
almost no physical contact with the vehicle, although all of
the programs that analyze the incoming data and select the
path of the vehicle are created by this group. Through the
use of many sophisticated and complex mathematical models,
runs of the rover are simulated on computers.
2.1 Mechani cal Hardware Description
The heart of the rover (Figure, 1) is a box that con-
tains a microprocessor which controls wheel speeds, analyzes
vehicle attitude, and interfaces with the telemetry link. All
of the power sources for the vehicle and the gyroscopes are on
this box. The box or body of the vehicle is supported by four
wheels each independently powered by a 1/6 HP motor. In this
configuration, the rover has a very good mobility. It has the




























per second and can negotiate thirty degree slopes. The wheels
were designed for the rover; each is one-half meter in diame-
ter. On level ground this permits the vehicle to handle 0.25
meter steps (on slopes this figure decreases until at a thirty
degree slope no obstruction would be tolerated).
The front struts of the vehicle are joined to the main
frame such that each of the front wheels may be raised or low-
ered individually; thus the front wheels do not significantly
affect the 'stilt" or roll of the vehicle. This is determined
solely by the roll of the rear wheels.
Directly between the front wheels is located the el-
evation/scanning mast. This mast contains the lasers and sen-
sors of the short range detection system. The mast rotates in
a contra-clock-wise direction with a period of about two sec-
onds. A mirror at the top of the mast also rotates in an-up-
ward direction making a complete revolution twelve times
per second.
2.2 Electronic Hardware Description
The "eye" of the vehicle is the laser/sensing scheme
located on the front center of the vehicle. All of the hard-
ware associated with this scheme is known as the elevation
scanning (laser multi-detector) mast (Figure 2). At the very
top of the mast is a rotating octahedrally sided mirror. This
system simulates the firing of up to thirty-two lasers using
only one laser and the mirror arrangement.
A gallium arsenide 100 watt laser is pulsed from be-













the incident angle of the beam and hence the reflected beam
are altered. By controlling the speed of rotation of the mir-
ror and timing the laser pulses, it is possible to fire "las-
ers" to sweep out thirty-two different elevation angles.
Near the base of the mast will eventually be fourty
photo-detectors (there are twenty in place at the present
time). The detectors are arranged such that they cover all
of the terrain that would be swept out by the lasers on level
groLuid.
While an actual Mars vehicle would have an on-board
computer capable of analyzing the elevation scanning mast data,
most of the computing power for the RPI rover is provided
through the use of a two-way telemetry link to a Prime 650
computer. The terrain laser/sensor data, as well as all of
the pertinent vehicle attitude and status information is sent"
to the Prime, and the vehicle commands are sent along the same
link to the rover.
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2.3 Realtime Software
The realtime software is concerned with getting the
data in from the craft, analyzing it, and sending additional
commands back to the rover. The data flows in along the tel-
emetry link. This data is translated through an interface
board and placed in buffers for use by other routines. The
initial program is one of the most important since it has the
direct link to the vehicle.
The data in the buffers is just what was sent by the
vehicle: laser,/sensor data and vehicle attitude information.
8
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The laser/sensor data is used by the modeler. This is a rou-
tine that tries to recreate the terrain in front of the vehi-
cle. Attitude information is used in both the modeler
and the path selection algorithm. The output of the modeler
and path selection algorithms are used to generate the commands
that are sent back to the vehicle. Since the modeler and path
selection algorithm are common to both realtime control and
simulations, these will be examined in more detail in a later
section.
2.4 Simulation Software
The simulation team has a difficult problem: it does
not have a vehicle or terrain from which to get data. These
must be "created" before anything else is attempted. The Sim-
ulator in its present state has evolved over many years and is
quite complex. There are routines that create the terrain and
simulate the vehicle and its laser/sensor system. Other pro-
grams move the "vehicle" over the terrain toward its target.
The created landscape may have boulders, cliffs, craters, crev-
asses, hills, or blocks. The overall terrain itself may be
level, sloped, or have a rolling base. In addition to this,
noise may be added to corrupt various parameters, simulating
rubble or small rocks that may litter the view. The simulated
terrain may be made to be very similar to an actual martian
landscape. The modelers and path selection algorithms used




2.5 Data Collection and .analysis Path
The new heading commands that are sent to the rover
are generated within the path selection algorithm. The path
selection system however consists of three separate and dis-
tinct subsystems: the data collector (sensing system), the
modeler, and the path selection algorithm.
2.5.1 The Sensor
The sensor must employ some means of gathering in-
formation about the surrounding terrain. There are several
approaches that may be used. A complete video system would
be able to see everything, but analysis may prove to be much
more difficult than a simple range finder. A video system
would probably be suited for the long range hazard detection
mentioned earlier. The RPI rover uses the laser/sensor scheme
to gather the near field information. The hardware for this
was described in section 2.2. The sensors have a set cone or
field of vision which samples the line segment formed by the
laser beam/sensor cone intersection. The lase-r/sensor inter-
section points for a system using thirty lasers and forty de-
tectors are shown in Figure 3.
Analysis of such a system very quickly becomes com-
plex. A three laser, four detector arrangement is shown in
Figure 4 to illustrate how this system works. Each laser
pulse intersects each detector cone once forming twelve line
segments of intersection. if the terrain is present within























Figure 4. Intersection Segments for a 3 Laser, 4 Detector System
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sociated with that segment will detect a portion of the en-
ergy from the diffracted beam, provided the path from the las-
er to the ground and back to the sensor is clear of other
obstructions. Ideally, for each laser fired, one sensor will
see it. Should none of the sensors detect a pulse, the path
from the ground to the sensor must be blocked, and a "no re-
turn" condition results (Figure 5).
2.5.2 The Modeler
The data that comes from the sensor mast must then be
analyzed. This data enters the terrain modeler - a special
processor the "recreates" the landscape in the foreground of
the rover. The modeler is perhaps the most important routine
of the path selection process; if the terrain is reconstructed
improperly, an obstacle may be overlooked, and an unsafe path
for the rover to follow may be chosen. Alternatively, spot-
ting hazards that are not present may force the vehicle to de-
tour far from the desired course.
This reconstruction is not as simple as it first ap-
pears. In Figure 6, using the three laser, four detector sys-
tem, several possible terrains are shown that would give iden-
tical returns to the sensor configuration used on the vehicle.
It is the modeler's responsibility to incorporate vehicle at-
titude information with the appropriate hazard definitions
into the sensor data. The output from the modeler would be the
location of hazards to be avoided by the path selection algor-
ithm.
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Figure 6. Samples of Terrain that give iden-






2.5.3 The Path Selection Algorithm
The path selection algorithm accepts as input the
range and location of possible hazards. The path initially
calculated is the direct line to the target from the present
location of the vehicle - as if no obstacles are in its path-
way. If the path were clear, this is the heading that the
vehicle would take. If hazards are present, the selection of
paths becomes much more difficult. The analysis of steering
angles and rear wheel movement as well as other factors must
be considered. Without going into detail, the path select-
ion algorithm chooses a heading angle (if one exists) which
is nearest the desired unblocked heading that avoids all of
the flagged hazards,
While selecting a path, constraints are placed on the
future available steering angles based on the location of
noted hazards. Until well behind the vehicle, although these
obstacles are out of sight, they pose a hazard to the vehicle.
The constraints placed upon the steering angles prevent the
rover from striking an obstacle located to the side of the





In May of 1976 Marjan Kr-wjewski submitted a report 
that began the initial investigation into the development of a
terrain modeler for the planetary rover, In this report three
slightly different configurations were compared against each
other: a single laser-single detector system, a two laser-
single detector system, and a three laser-three detector sys-
tem. His recommendations were to employ more lasers and sen-
sors, include vehicle attitude information, and develop a more
sophisticated pattern recognition scheme.
It was quickly recognized that indeed many lasers and
detectors would provide more detail, but that this would re-
quire some very conrlicated interpretive software. The single
laser-single detector system was installed on the vehicle for
testing other concepts, meanwhile work was begun on better path
selection algorithms as well as terrain modelers that would be
able to handle a multi-laser/multi-detector system.
A report by Gary Maroon 2 in 1977 presented a numerical
technique for the estimation of slopes. His paper was mathem-
atical in nature; it did not present a terrain modeler, but
layed the foundation for work that was to be done by Nick
Troiani. Most of his work dealt with area-slope calculations;
however obstacles such as boulders and craters wreaked havoc
on his slope estimations. Early experiments indicated that
17
the characteristics of different terrain features often over-
lap, creating difficulties in determining hazards.
1973 was the year that Troiani completed his work3 on
a usable modeler using Maroon's study as a framework. Certain
calculations were simplified and improved; the sensor geometry
was altered to form a "quasi-linearized" array of laser-sensor
intersection points. This modeler detected most large posit-
ive (boulders and uphill slopes) obstacles, but did not do
very well in the classification of negative hazards (craters),
nor did it consider cross path obstacles.
Using the same slope equations used by the previous
modelers; Erwin Hunter refined Troiani's modeler and imple-
mented a crosspath analysis to detect very large obstacles
that would affect the roll of the vehicle. Negative hazards
were still not readily detected, slope estimates were good to
within ten degrees, and slopes with obstacles continued to
create problems for the area-slope manipulations. Although in
the very near field (less than one meter) objects were easily
identified, this did not leave the vehicle enough time to a-
void small obstacles.
The modeler in this paper for the most part, discards
all of the attempts made using the area-slope estimates and
starts again from :Krajewski's initial work. A thinning al-
gorithm reduces the quantization errors that prevented pre-
vious modelers from identifying terrain steps. A dual first
order filter separates the problem of slope and height est-




tection algo2:ithm eliminates the dangerous possibility of tip-
ping the vehicle to either sid.e.
3.2 Definition of Hazards
Before any further description of the modeler is pre-
sented, an examination of exactly what constitutes a hazard
would be beneficial. In section 2.1, the wheels of the rover
were described to be 0.5 meters in diameter. Because of this,
steps greater than 0.25 meters in height are considered to be
hazards. Steps of that height cannot be negotiated without
forcing the wheels of the vehicle to travel only in a verticle
direction (Figure 7).
The slope hazards have been set at thirty degrees for
both uphill and downhill travel. The reasons for this depend
upon the size of the motors used and the stability of the veh-
icle. Although more powerful motors could force the rover to
negotiate the steeper slopes, the location of the center of
mass would be altered, and the stability of the vehicle becomes
very low. This would increase the chances of the rover tipping
onto its side. If this were to occur on Mars, its mission
would be essentially ended since in all likelihood, the vehi-
cle could no•, right itself. The same reasoning for the inpath
slopes also holds true for the crosspath slopes. Thus, the
roll of the vehicle must be kept below thirty degrees. En-
ough of a safety factor has been built into these figures,
such that, if these constraints are followed (0.25m step, 300
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Figure 7. Rationale for Step Hazard DefinitionY
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3.3 Description of the New Modeler
The terrain data collected by the sensors is essent-
ially in the form of height/range information. It can be seen
from the previous examples of the terrain possible for one
given set of returns, that this data is limited in accur-
acy by the finite dimensions of the intersection line seg-
ment formed by the laser beam and the detector's cone of vis-
ion. The accuracy of the return is dependent on several var-
iables. As expected, the first of these is the range at which
the intersection occurs. In general, the further from the
-vehicle that the terrain is observed, the larger the inter-
section segment. The other two variables that affect the ac-
curacy are the separation distance between the laser and de-
tector assemblies, as well as the detector's cone of vision.
The job of the ter-rain modeler is to reduce these uncertain-
ties from the laser detector system to tolerable proportions,
recreating the most probable terrain from the data,
3.3.1 The Filters
There are several types of hazardous terrain, each of
these will be discussed in turn. The two major classifications
of hazardous terrain are steps and slopes. This modeler rec-
ognizes that the steps and slopes can be distinguished by
noting that steps would appear over only a few terrain samples.
The data samples ordered in increasing range from the rover
wound have an almost constant height value until the step is,L
encountered. At this point, the height of the terrain would
I	 I
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suddenly shift to another value. Slopes on the other hand,
would appear over many samples (long slopes would appear over
the entire in-path scan). Each succeeding sample from the veh-
icle would have only a slight change from the previous return.
Recognizing this, the inherent inaccuracies of the
individual data samples could be greatly reduced, while pre-
serving the pertinent feature information by passing the
height and slope data through separate filters. The estimated
terrain height would be obtained by lightly filtering the data.
That is, a quickly responding filter would be used to preserve
the presence of step changes. The estimated slope of the ter-
rain would be obtained by heavily straining (using a more
slowly responding filter) all the data. This would prevent
sudden steps or singularities from appearing in the slope es-
timates unless they were extremely large obstacles (in which
case they would be easily spotted by the height analysis).
This in itself eliminates a major source of error that was
found in the earlier modelers. The output of each of these
filters could then be examined for its own particular kind of
hazard.
The data from the elevation scanning mast cannot be
filtered as it is collected since the raw data is the same for
both steps and slopes. Once in the modeler, the data can be
filtered by different algorithms. The dual filtering concept
is impemented using the following equations (beginning with















New Height Estimate = (1 - a)X(Current Sensor Sample Height)
+ ( a )X(Previous Height Estimate)
Current Comp-
-1 New Height Estimat e - Previous Height Estimate
uted Slope	 - tan	 Current Sample Range - Previous Sample Range
New Slope Estimate = (1 - S)X(Current Computed Slope)
+ ( S )X(Previous Slope Estimate)
By controlling the parameters a and P . (the height and slope
filtering coefficients), the degree of filtering may be al-
tered. The equations for both the height and slope filters
are identical. In each case a value of 0.0 for the coeffic-
ient would essentially remove that filter from the data's
path; there would be no filtering and each estimate would
take on the current sample value. Conversely, if the coeffic-
ient were to have the value 1.0, perfect filtering would oc-
cur; the value of the initial sample would be given to each of
the successive estimates.
These equations form the first order digital filters
which effectively decouple the step and slope hazard identi-
fication problem. Although somewhat crude, they do an admir-
able job estimating the terrain features. Higher order fil-
ters were tried, but no real noticable difference was observed.
Since these equations were more complicated, they required
more calculations (and hence time). The additional calcula-
tions performed were deemed unnecessary and outweighed the
questionable gain over the first order scheme: they were el-
23
E}! iminated from further consideration.
1
3.3 .2	 Initial Processing
;
Before each run, a "look-up table" is generated of
every possible laser sensor cone mid-point intersection point;
I
this table contains the height and range from the vehicle of j
each intersection point (Figure 8).	 Since it is not known
where within the cone the terrain fell for any given sensor
f
t
_return, the mid-point is used to minimize the error (other
' modelers used either the top or bottom edge). 	 This look-up
-
table will be used in the modeler.
Every time a laser is fired, each sensor responds
with a '0' (no detected pulse) or a '1' (pulse detected).
Each laser has been assigned an identification number (from 1 k.
to the number of lasers), as have each of the sensors.
	
When a
u` laser fires, the number of the laser as well as the number of
C
the sensor that saw the return are encoded at the vehicle and
sent to the computer.
	 Thus, at the end of one azimuth, a one
dimensional array has been formed: the rows are the number of
a laser, while the sole entry of a row is the number of the
u
j sensor that saw that laser. 	 At the end of an entire scan,
there are as many of these one dimensional arrays as there
were azimuths.	 If each of these arrays were placed next to
each other, a two dimensional array would be formed: the rows
again would be the number of a laser, the columns would be the
number of an azimuth.	 An entry of the array in the ith row'
a
jth column would be the number of the sensor that saw the ith
24
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laser along the jth azimuth (Figure 9).
The data from the sensors enters the modeler one az-
imuth at a time. 	 Thus, the information in the first column_ of
Figure 9 is examined before the second column.
	 The modeler
r,
now knows which sensor saw which laser.
	 From the look-up
table, the approximate range and height of the terrain are
found.	 The data points for an azimuth are then ordered in
terms of increasing range from the vehicle.
4
Before proceeding through the dual filters, a thin-
ning algorithm is used to eliminate closely spaced data points.
E' This reduces the effect of quantization errors frequently en-
_ countered near terrain steps.
	 This is especially important
when the slope estimates will be made (Figure 10 and the slope
filter equations).
k
A quick test for extremely large obstacles is then
performed along each azimuth.
	 if fewer than half of the fired
lasers were observed by the sensors, or if the range of the
furthest intersection point is less than 1.5 meters distant,
there is clearly an unusual and most likely hazardous terrain
feature present (the sensors are able to detect a laser pulse
up to 5.0 meters away).
	 Should this -be the case, the entire
azimuth is flagged as hazardous.
	 If an appropriate number of
sample points remain after the thinning algorithm, the dual
filtering process is begun (a sample of raw data returns and
the new data set formed by the filters is given in Figure 11).
The new data set from the height filters is examined
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- ection.	 Any hazardous slopes that exceed the safe limits are
detected from the output of the slope filter. 	 Before the ex-
amination of either data set takes place, the attitude'of the I
a
vehicle is taken into account.
T
3.3.3	 Inpath Analysis
The attitude of the vehicle is used in the slope es-
timates to determine what the attitude of the vehicle would be
if it were to travel along a given azimuth. 	 The current vehi-
cle attitude also affects the size of the step that the rover
may be permitted to take. 	 If the total inpath slope of the g
vehicle is less than 2/3 the maximum permitted (twenty degrees), a
' then the full step size of 0.25 meters is traversable. 	 If
s
the vehicle is on a slope greater than ts,enty degrees, but
less than twenty five degrees ( 516 maximum) steps of 0.12 met-
ers may be safely handled. 	 Vehicle attitudes of twenty-five
.
I: to thirty degrees dictate a maximum step size of 0.06 meters.
The rationale behind these changes in the hazard definition
j
for steps may be seen in Figure 12.
Y
r; Data returns from greater than 3.5 meters distant
s	 ;^
are ignored since the line segments of intersection begin to
become large (review Figure 3). 	 Any steps that are larger
than the current hazard definition are flagged as dangerous,
as are slopes that exceed the thirty degree definition.
	 The
azimuth and range at which the hazard is detected are stored in





b) 19 deg=_e slope - 0.25 me-
(aaximum vehicle slope = 3 degrees)
d) 24 degree slope - •]..2 .,.etier





e) 25 degree slope - 0.06 Teter block
(maximum •:ezicle slope = 27 degrees)
Figure 12. Step Hazard Defi-nitiorn for Various Vehicle Attitude
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^) 29 egree slope - 0-'6 .meter
block (sax. :e ic'_e slcpe
	 ?0°1
i3.3.4 Crosspath Analysis
The modeler has an algorithm to determine crosspath
hazards. All previous modelers had the ability to detect most
hazards along an azimuth, but only one even attempted to check
for crosspath obstacles. The modeler discussed here uses fewer
t	 calculations, is more sophisticated in its hazard determinations,
r	 and gets better results than the earlier attempt of crosspath
analysis.
{	 The problem of crosspath hazards can be clearly seen
`s
in Figure 13. The figure shows a positive step located adj-
acent to a hole. The inpath scans of the terrain are suggest-
ed by the azimuths 1 -4. In the first two azimuths the terrain
drops 0,20 meters at some distance from the rover. Azimuths
three and four show a sudden jump of 0.20 meters at the same
range from the vehicle. Each azimuth taken individually in-
dicates that there is safe terrain ahead of the vehicle when,
in fact, this is not the case. If the terrain were sampled
just after the discontinuities and examined, the terrain as
suggested by the crosspath would be reconstructed. Obvious-
4
ly should the rover elect to travel on this 'hill, it would
be extremely unstable and would pro'ca°ply tip ove,,, .
Although exaggerated, this ^Czgu,e graphically shows
the crosspath problem. As the data is being filtered, var-
ious data points are "picked off" for the cross path analysis.
These points are spaced at approximately 0.25 meter intervals
n-
beginning at 1.25 meters from the vehicle along each azimuth.
The overall analysis (both inpath and crosspath forms a grid
32
s^3
P.aWnU+ti 	 i- r.	 •\ 3 L ►1	 as nvik
aurnA	 } %	 AMA 1..	 yam` 1	 /
E	 wY	 A) Terrain viewed from rover along four azimuths (a-crows point
away from the vehicle). Step (on left) is adjacent to hole.
I n - Pails anal its












B) '7ide view of the same four azimuths shown above (Height vs.
i	 i.ange). No hazard^_as terrain can be found if only the in-
path returns are examined (arrows again point away from the
r<	 rover).
P^	 w	 3
C) "Reconstruction" of the
crosspath terrain using the points
P1-P from part A. This type of{r
	
	
analysis shows a hazard that the	 pZ	
^t
rover would not be able to negotiate - it was entirely missed
by the inpath search for obstacles.
Figure 13. Crosspath Hazard Illustration
g
1
>`4 F 33l i
as shown in Figure 14.
A careful examination of the cross-oath slo pes is of
more importance than that of the iripath slopes since it is act-
ually easier to tip the vehicle sideways than to tip it back-
wards. The analysis however is basically the same. The safe
step size is massaged depending on the actual roll or cross-




























Once the appropriate values of alpha and beta are
f	 selected, the results of this modeler axe expected to be more
i descriptive of the terrain in the vicinity of the rover than
any other previous modeling scheme. To test the abilities of
the modeler, a series of computer simulations are to be run.
The first phase of these runs are to be performed under "lab-
,	 V.
oratory" conditions. Exactly hew the rover approaches an ob-
	
{
d	 sracle will be under "manual control"; that is, no path sel-
ection algorithms are to be used. A predetermined course
will be followed. The rover will traverse level ground only -
there will be no pitch or roll. This type of environment will
present repeatable results showing just how the terrain is be-
ing interpreted by the modeler.
Although the hazards have been predefined, the rover
may not interpret the terrain as expected. From these initial
tests, what the rover is seeing will be examined and the par-
1
ameters of the filtering equations will be determined. The
	
{	 remainder of the runs will pose various problems to the in-
terpretive abilities of the modeler over a range of simulated
terrains. The path selection algorithm will be fully active
during these more normal or "field" conditions. The rover
	
"	 will be expected to maneuver around obstacles placed in its
a
path.




























capability to detect hazards that are across the path of the
vehicle. The vehicle will be given different rolls and/or
obstacles that must be examined for crosspath hazards. Hav-
ing tested how the roll affects the vehicle, the pitch will
then be tested using a sinusoidal terrain. The terrain will
be designed such that it is always traversable. The most im-
portant reason for the existance of the modeler is of course
the avoidance of obstacles such as boulders and craters. This
then is to form the next series of simulations. Since the
roll and pitch have essentially been tested individually, the
vehicle is to have both a pitch and a roll during some of
these runs. Finally, if all goes according to plan, all of
the preceeding tests will be combined into several difficult,
realistic terrain simulations. These will be designed to test
all of the modeler and its integration with the path select-
ion algorithm, detection, classification, and avoidance of
all types of hazards on a surface comparable to the martian
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Determination of Alpha and Beta
U
The first phase of computer testing examined how the
filtering equation parameters affected the performance of the
modeler.	 In each of these tests, the rover would advance al-
.µ ong a straight line toward its target.	 Located immediately
behind the target was an obstacle of one particular type: a
i r
boulder, crater or slope. 	 Since these obstacles were not in a
the pathway of the vehicle, they would never prevent the rover
from reachinS its destination. 7
At first glance it might appear that such tests have
w
little value; looking at only the final output maps, they
would indeed seem to serve no purpose. 	 However, in many cases,
the most useful data is not in these final maps, but from the
intermediate data and decisions from the modeler or path sel-
ection algorithm. 	 By setting certain flags, all of the inter-
3
mediate data from the modeler was presented for observation.
This information included all of the initial heights and ranges
r_
L' (of the laser/sensor intersectionpoints), as well as the out-
put from the dual filters.
	 Careful study of this massive out--
,
put of data permitted an indepth understanding of how the mod-
q" eler "saw" the terrain feature as the rover neared the obstacle.
To examine how the height estimate depended upon al-
pha, the vehicle would approach a boulder of a safe height.




parameter beta, the latter was fixed to a single value for
these tests. The rover would approach the same boulder along
the same path for several simulator runs. 	 Only the height par-
ameter in the filtering equations was a variable. 	 Following
these simulations, a boulder that was considered unsafe for
the rover to climb was substituted for the previous rock.
Each of the earlier runs was then repeated.
	 Examination of
the intermediate data for all of these tests revealed a range
of alpha for which the safe boulder would appear safe, and the
unsafe boulder would stand out as a hazard.
f
The same procedure that was used for boulders was then
'- applied to safe as well as'unsafe craters. 	 With alpha fixed
to a single value, and beta as the variable, each of the above
simulations was repeated for safe and unsafe slopes in both the
'- uphill and downhill directions. 	 Each of these groups presented
a range for alpha or beta that would appropriately classify the
- hazard associated with that parameter.
The range of alpha for boulders was then compared to
a^ the range of alpha for craters. 	 From this a smaller range of
alpha was found that would properly classify the height obst-
4;
' acles.	 Similarly, the range of beta for uphill slopes was
' compared with that of the downhill slopes establishing an-
other range for beta that would classify slopes.
	 The values
r'
'. selected for alpha and beta from these final ranges were 0.25
and 0.90 respectively.
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Using the chosen values of alpha and beta, a table of
how the modeler sorts obstacles was established. These are pre-
sented in Table 1. The steps are discernable to within a few
centimeters and slopes to within one or two degree. A few
points should be clarified here concerning Table 1. A 0.24
meter boulder, or a 0.26 meter crater may occasionally be clas-
sifiad as unsafe or safe respectively. This depended upon its
exact location as the -rover approached. The fault of this is
.;..a
not really due to the modeler, but to the geometry of the las-
er/sensor system. Two solutions to this problem are possible;
a) the rover may be slowed down to allow more scans of the ob-
stacle as it was approached, or b) increase the number of las-
ers and sensors to get a clearer picture of the obstacle.
Although the unsafe craters were seen for each of
these runs, invariably they would be noticed at a closer range
than unsafe boulders of similar dimensions. This problem will
never be alleviated; it is inherent in any type of terrain de-
tection system. Consider the following analogy: a one meter
fence post is located five meters from an observer. Even at
that distance, a fairly good approximation could be made of its
height. If instead of the post there was a posthole, the ob-
server would have no idea what-so-ever what the depth of the
hole might be. The observer would have to move toward the
hole to get a feeling for its true depth. Although somewhat
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Figure 18. Rover approaching a slope near the
hazard definition. With just slightly less
information than that needed to determine if
the slope is safe, the modeler recreates the
terrain to the right - an apparent boulder












The classification of "slightly hazardous" terrain
for the twenty-eight degree slope can be understood when the
data from the sensors is examined as the rover approaches the
slope (Figure 18). The terrain is seen as safe up to the fin-
al scan that the rover makes just before it gets on the slope.
Since at this point it still appears as though there were a
large boulder in its path, the modeler declares the path as
unsafe, and the path selection algorithm moves to avoid the
obstacle. This situation occurs only when the rover nears a
sudden very long slope (or as will be seen later, extreme var-
iations in the terrain). Short slopes with the same degree of
incline pose no problem. Once entirely on the slope the mod-
eler had no difficulty determiri;ng the actual terrain.
5.3 Crosspath Results
While it is P.learly important for the rover to be
able to ;,r:3 objects in its pathway, certain hazards may be
overlooked if only one azimuth at a time is examined. These
are collectively known as crosspath hazards. It is entirely
possible to have safe steps along the inpath direction which
are hazardous in a crosspath sense. Several examples of this
problem are depicted in Figure 19. The data from the mast is
taken along one azimuth at a time and is processed for inpath
hazards. It is only after all of the azimuths have been ex-
amined (one full scan) that enough data exists for the cross-
path analysis.
The next several _pages contain simulation results of
obstacles that would present crosspath hazards. Figure 20 is
46	 a
rthe "control" of Figure 19A. In this run, the ground is lev-
el; the rover is aimed toward its target in a manner such that
its left wheels would roll into a crater and its right wheels
would roll over a boulder if its path were not altered. Since
the overall roll of the vehicle was less than the thirty degree
hazard, the rover did not change it: course and proceeded dir-
ectly toward the target. If the overall roll of the vehicle
was to become greater than thirty degrees along an azimuth (as
would be the case if the boulder were higher and the crater
deeper), a crosspath ha---rd would be observed. To avoid an un-
safe attitude, the vehicle would be forced to alter its course
(Figure 21).
In both of these figures, as in all other maps in
this report, the location of the elevation mast (center of
front wheels) has been highlighted by a heavy, double line.
The motion of the rear wheels has been shown by a dotted and
dashed line. Any obstacles have been outined in a single heavy
line. A rough cross-sectional view of the terrain has been
sketched at the bottom of each page. In order to bring at-
tention to the obstacles and motion of the vehicle, some ter-




Another crosspath hazard was shown in Figure 19B.. An
initial control of this situation had the rover pointed toward
its target with a 0.10 meter block in the path of its right
wheels. The initial roll of th:- vehicle was 0.0 degrees (lev-
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otiating the block (Figure 22). This experiment was repeat-
ed with the rover on a hillside such that its initial roll
was twenty degrees (Figure 23). Again since the overall
roll of the vehicle was kept below the hazard level, the rov-
er was able to move directly toward the target. It was only
when the vehicle would have had to take on an unsafe roll that
the rover was forced to detour around the block (Figure 24).
Although not explicitly shown, it should be clear
that any crosspath slope less than that of Figure 24 would
be classified as safe unless the obstacles themselves were lar-
ger; this would once again force the rover into an unsafe at-
titude, The crosspath analysis works equally well for slopes
in the other direction, and obstacles do not have to be pos-
itive steps (Figure 19C).
5.4 Sinusoidal Terrain
Most of the terrain on the planet Mars is not going
to consist of perfectly level ground, or abrupt smooth slopes.
Instead, some type of rolling, varying hillside with obstacles
'	 is more apt to be found. It is important to know how the rover
r,	
would handle this type of terrain, or more specifically, how
the modeler interprets the data received when the vehicle has
T	
a pitch and roll. The next series of simulations was designed
to show what can happen if the terrain becomes too rolling or
hilly. In these runs the rover will travel over a sinusoidally
varying terrain base toward its target. The only variable will
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Figure 22. Rover Negotiating 0.10m Block on Level Ground
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Figure 23. Near Qrosspath Hazard of an Uphill Positive Obstacle
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Figure 24. Crosspath Hazard of an Uphill Positive Obstacle
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Before thPi>e runs were executed, it was expected that
the rover would dev.de not to traverse ground that it should
have been able to cover. The reasons for this can-be seen in
Figure 25. Here the rover is on a sine based terrain that it
should be able to roll over without detouring. At various loc-
ations below the main figure are drawn the raw data returns
from the sensors. At point three, the terrain is declared as
hazardous. This is because not enough information exists at
that point about the ground (notice that the same terrain has
been swept out by the lasers as the vehicle approaches point
three, but there is no data on the land between points three
and four). As the terrain forces the pitch of the vehicle to
become more and more violent, the "obstacles" (missing returns)
that the vehicle sees become larger and more hazardous.
Figures 26 - 29 show the -results of these simulations.
The terrain with a 0.25 meter amplitude is easily traversed by
the rover. At a 0.30 meter amplitude, the vehicle first per-
ceives an obstacle (Figure 27). As predicted, as the ampli-
tude variations increased, the sensors detected larger hazards
which the vehicle needed to avoid, until at a 0.40 meter ampli-
tude (not shown), the rover become "lost". The path followed
is the same as that for Figure 29, except once the rover moved
off the top of the page, it never returned to the target.
Returning to Figure 27 (0.30m. amplitude), it would be
interesting to note how the modeler might interpret a few small
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FiguSe 29. 0.38m Amplitude, 6.0m Period Sine Based Tezrwin
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Figure 306 0 .30m Amplitude, 6.0m Period Sine Based 1^e2zrain
with 0.30m boulders
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Figure 31. 0930m Amplitude, 6. Om Period Sine Based Te=ain








In Figure 30, small boulders were used, while in Figure 31
small craters that were of the same size as the boulders were
used. In each case, the rover easily avoided the ou-tacles
and proceeded to the target.
Admittedly, a terrain with this magnitude of varia-
tion is not expected to be encountered. If one examines photo-
graphs of Mars, although it does have a rolling landscape, the
variation is much slower. However, it was reassuring to note
that the vehicle performed as well as it did during these test.
Since a varying terrain such as that used in these simulations
is not expected, the sensor system and modeler are satisfactory.
If the vehicle were going to encounter terrain of this nature,
several things could be changed to permit the vehicle to tac-
kle the job. More lasers and sensors might be added to in-
crease the range  of sight of the rover (more sensors would
probably do the trick). Another possibility would be to oscil-
late the sensor angles. On scan 1, the vehicle might look at
ground 0.8 to 3.0 meters from the rover, scan 2 would cover
the terrain from 2.5 to 6.0 meters; scans 3 and 4 would be the




In the last few sinusoidal terrain simulations, some
small boulders or craters were added to the landscape. While
ur
	 these small obstacles exist, in reality a more general mix of








this in mind, the next task would be to set the rover moving
through boulder-crater fields with varying obstacle sizes.
Each boulder-crater field simulation was run several
times. During the second run, "noise" was added to both the
pitch and roll of the vehicle. Examination of the martian
surface reveals not only the reletively larger obstacles that
the modeler would detect, but a surface littered with smaller
rocks and holes that would probably go unnoticed. The "noise"
added to these runs co--rupts the attitude of the vehicle and
is intended to disturb the vehicle in the same manner as the
actual rubble. This noise had a maximum deviation of plus or
minus ten degrees with a standard deviation of from 3.j to 4.0
degrees. Figure 32 shows how this would change various terrain
surfaces.
All of the simulations had successful terminations -
the target was safely reached. There were of course minor
variations to the initial path chosen when the attitude noise
was added, but essentially the same course was followed for
each of the noisy runs. Since approximately the same path was
chosen by the vehicle if the noise was present, in Figure 36B,
the noise was changed for the worse; for this run (and the next)
the noise had a maximum deviation of plus or minus fifteen deg-
rees with a standard deviation of 4.2 degrees. This type of
rubble would really shake up the planetary rover, so it was
really no surprise that the vehicle chose an entirely new path
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Figure 35. Boulder-Crat er Field, 10 0 Attitude Noise(due to the scale of this map, no differ-
ence could be noted between the norml_
and the noisy run. The simulation map
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Figure 36A. Boulder-Crater Field, no noise
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Figure 36C. Boulder-Crater Field, 150
 Attitude Noise
}vehicle starting from a slightly different location. With this
starting angle, the vehicle could not safely pass between the
first two obstacles. This was observed in the simulation, and
although it initially began to move away from the target, the
rover none-the-less proceeded on as short a path as possible
toward its destination.
5.6 Realistic Terrains
The final simulations are fairly representative of
the terrain that is likely to be found on Mars. Photographs
of the martian surface were used in the creation of these land.-
stapes': The output of each run is preceeded by a "three-dimen-
sional" projection of the terrain used. This was done solely
to provide a better grasp of what was displayed on the vehicle
path maps.
Figures 37A and 37B show a -large gaussian hill along
with scattered boulders and craters that were placed in the veh-
'cles path. The destination was on the top of another hill.
Ten degree attitude noise was added to both the pitch and the
roll. The vehicle started toward the hill, but then changed
course to avoid.a crosspath hazard formed by the hill and a
crater (the case not shown in the crosspath tests). The larger
^i
	
hill was slightly too steep for the vehicle to climb directly
I^	 toward the target, but the hill was negotiated by reducing its
pitch (veering toward the left). A close up of the last eight-
f .^
	
teen meters of this simulation are shown in Figures 38 (A and B).
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Figure 37B. Boulder-Crater Field,
Hills, and 100 Attitude
Noise
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degree attitude noise, but on a sine wave based terrain with an
amplitude of 0.40 meters over a ten meter period. A 1.5 meter
hill was added to the top of a crest of the sine wave; boulders
and craters completed the view. A large bump on the side of
the hill did not prevent the vehicle from arriving at its des-
timation.
5.7 Observations
Each successive simulation posed a more difficult task
to the modelers interpretive abilities. Simple tests ex=-mined
the reconstruction and classification of various terrain obsta-
Iles: small boulders, craters, and slopes that were near the
hazard definition for that feature. Tre crosspath algorithm
*worked Quite well, concluding the first phase of simulations.
'With few or no obstacles in its pathway, how the rover
would handle a sinusoidal terrain with a period of only three
times the vehicle length was of interest. The pa-rticular las-
er/sensor geometry was found to limit the reconstruction of
the terrain accurately when the vehicle had a rapidly charging
pitch. in each of the boulder-crater field tests the rover
reached its target - even when the vehicle was almost bouncing
due to the "rubble" beneath its tires. Although some of these
tests have been rather extreme, they give an example of how





A terrain modeler employing vastly different tech-
niques than the methods used by previous modeli-:g schemes
has been proposed in this paper. Each of the earlier model-
ing attempts encountered problems with its slope estimations
when terrain steps were present. This was due to the quan-
tization errors that are inherent with a laser sensor data
collection system of the type used on the Mars Rover. These
errors were greatly reduced and almost eliminated when a thin-
ning algorithm removed data points that were too closely spaced
(in range) before any further processing eras performed.
The heart of the modeler was a dual .filtering scheme
that essentially separated the problem of identifying step and
slope hazards. The returns from the scanning elevation mast
were known height and range points. This raw data was light-
ly filtered for the terraiLheight estimater,. These were ex-
amined for sudden steps that the rover might not be able to
climb. Some raw data was more heavily filtered forming a ser-
ies of slower varying points which were used for the slope es-
timates.
The results of initial computer simulations indicated
excellent predictions by the modeler of the actual terrain.
Boulders and craters were distinguishable to within a few centi-
meters; slopes (both up and downhill) were determined to within
one or two degrees. The fact that negative obstacles were more
c. J
82
readily apparenti is significant in itself; several earlier
modelers had problems detiecting them. A crosspath obstacle
detection algorithm that had been implemented also was found
to work extemely :yell. Cresspath hazards were easily avoided.
A second round of simulations involved moving the rov-
er over a variety of surfaces: sinusoidal terrain with a per-
iod of a few times the vehicle length, smooth terrain with
boulder and crater obstacles, rabble strewn boulder-crater
fields, and finally realistic ma__rti Ln landscapes. the modeler
performed well under all of these circumstances, flagging haz-
ards to be avoided by the path selection algorithm;
The new terrain modeler detected every type of haz-
ard as well as, or better than any previous modeler. Minor
refinements might benefit the modeler, but improvements should
probably be concentrated in other areas. As was pointed out
a numtier of times in this paper, the modeler would have per-
formed better if there had 'teen more lasers and sensors, in-
creasing the range of sight for the vehicle. There are however,
limits to be considered. Adding more lasers/sensors increases
not only the difficulty in controlling them, but increases the
complexity %r:d the tire needed for the software to interpret
the data. Exactly how closely spaced the laser shots have t3
be should be reviewad. it may be zhat information of the ter-
rain further from the vehicle could be gathered using tae same
number of lasers by varying the gecmetry of the mast, without
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(i	 C SUAROL°T I NE MODEL 1
^J	 C
C PURPOSE:
C TIIIS SUDI(OUTItI ; ACCL'1'1'S SENSOR DATA PROM SE14S1(l
	 ANI)
I I C PROCESSES IT TO FIND AND CATALOG HAZARDS.j C
C MFTTIOD:
C TIM nET1101i USED
	 IS A Tl:1UWIN	 ESTIMATION	 •1ECUNIOUE 1~IIIaU: IIAW
(1	 C SFNSOR DATA iS PASSED THROUGH A DUAL FIRST ORDER FILTERING
itJl	 C SCIIEPIL.	 T1IE	 l I11S'i'	 1 1L'1ER	 1S	 A	 11iGll-PASS
	 FILTER	 tilllCIl
C ESTIMATES TITS TERIIA T N IIF I I,11T.
	 THE SrCOND FILTER IS A LOW-PASS
C FILTER WIIICU USES 111E HLIGUT ESTIMITES TO PRODUCL A SLOPE LS •1 MATE.
C AFTER CONVERSION TO THE PLANET FRAMF. OF RFFF.RFriCE. THE RESULTING
C VALUES ARE•
	COMI'AIlED TO Till: ,U'1'llOPMATE 'fWllES110LD VALUES.
C HAZARDS ARE. TIIFN CATALOGED.
C IN ADDITION TO T1IL IN-PATIJ ANALYSIS DESCRIBED A110VE,
	 A CROSS
'	 C PAM F.XAMINATTON IS ALSO PERFORMED AT VARIOUS DISTANCES FROM
i	 C THE VEHICLE. THIS CROSS-PATII ANALYSIS FREQUENTLY FINDS WLL'L-
C AJU)S THAT ARE NOT NOTICED BY	 I'llF,	 IN-PATH PROCESSING. 	 TTIF:SE.
C ILIZA."S ARE ALSO CATALOGED. THIS CATALOG IS MADE
C AVAILABLE FOR USE BY THE PATH SELECTION ALGURTTHM.
C
C 1NPUT:
C A	 - FiEIGITT FILTER COEFFICIENT
C 11	 - SLOPE r l LTER COEFF I C I FNTI
C
?^^p^
STTH - LEVEL GROUND STEP THIIESTIOLD (.`tETERS )
C SL'1'll - SLOPE TWLLSIIQLD (IMIALEES




C %ULWIN)	 - Y COOIWINATL 01' 1LtZAIW N	 (I'LANt-,I• FRAME)I	
C 'r'H,%7(N)	 - Y COORDINATE OF HAZARD N ( PLANET FR.%.''IE)
C IUlAX(N)	 - LS'1'lMATLI) 1(A.NGL OF ILILA1W 4N	 (VE111CLE FRA21E)
C I HA7.	 - NU'MRF.R OF HA7.ARDIS CATALOGED THIS SCA7i
C lUl	 - ASS Ur1.L L) 11AZA1 W It W I US	 (`1LTLIU; )
C







fj 1	 THETNU. ILPIIA,SLPIN,SLPCIIS,"i:'.LLOW
1J1
COMMON /CHOOSF..'
1	 N?UIOD.NrLSEN.NMPSA,NMFAIL, INTVDB, 1NTSEN, INTMOD, IN'11'SA,
INTFAL. INTCYR
COrL`	 o /VEHCLL• /
I	 VEI.NOW, HEADNC, XMRV, YMRV, 7.MRV, TARI.OX. TAill.OY. TARI.07.
COMMON /SENSRI
1	 ASf1U'1.11, LA.NCLE, RTN
COMMON I)C'IOD.,
I	 XliAZ , YHAY , IULIZ , I H A7. , RII
CWMON /WIOD/
1	 1WNGE
REAL SY( 100) , XTIA"L( 10 13) , YILVL( 100) . IUlA'L( 100) ,'1"L( 50) .'I'll( 30)
RE.AT, T.ASACL( 50) , gFNCT.F.(50) .1`05(50.5 1 .2)
REAL ASM111II(50) .LAliGLL•'(30) .IULNGE(50)
REAL CRS7(7,50),gTJM7.(7).(:R_gaVG(7).DIV(7)
'	 INTEGER DIAL( 50,50) ,LINE•'( 130) , IjVLI( 100) ,IVI_N 30)
I N'I'T.CF.Ii,*3 DATA( 50. 50)





C*	 A **** *z **A& A *rxzx A A *** A a* V:.xxxx. *xX*xxxxxxxxxS *SAS xx7
C
c	 V,v(1 ABLES uSI:D IN MODFI, l
c(:**x* *xxx x. xx*xx*xxx xxx*x* Y. rxx Y. x YY.Y. Y.xY. .r.***x****x**x*Y-**xx **X Y. Y.xx*x*xx-x x xy x x Y. Y.x
C	 A	 IEIGIrT FILTER COErFicmi"r
C	 ALl'11.1	 TRUE 11EAD 1 N(: 01' 'fill: VEII I l:Lr:
c	 B	 SLOPE F 1 LT A COEFFICIENT
C	 DL'LTA	 TRUE HEADING A:.()N(; AN AZIMUTH
C	 1 ITA7	 T;UPIRF.R OF HA7.ARDS CATALOGED 'nil,; SCAN
C	 IUL•1'L(N) L• 'STINATED IUINCG OF 11A%AIU) N (VI:I1)CIX FILAMF)
c	 S_LnI	 SLOPF. 'MW..SffOi.l) (DFGRFESI
C	 S' lLlU:S	 CUIU(L• 'NT	 TILIU;S11))1,1r ( METE11.^)
C	 S T1i	 I.F.VF.1. GROUND STEP TIfRE^HOI.D ( M.T'F:RS)
C	 SY( :r)	 L•'S'1'1:LITED SLOVL: ALONG AL 1,,"1U'1'11 N (PLANLT YIUVIE)
C	 TSfD	 P.SrrMATED SLOPE ALONG A7.I"rLrrif (V'F:111CLF. FiL1.`fE)
c	 TM N)
	 IULNGL OF LA^!; L:IVSLSNSOR lN'IULSLGFlON (1WN AND 1'1LTL'RED DATA)
c	 T7( N)	 IfF. I CRT OF 1.AS1"L/SF.NSOR INTERSECTION ( RAW AND FILTERED DATA)
C	 :{1L1Z( N) X CUIU(lllirA'1'L' OF HAZARD N ( VLANL'T 1•'IWPll•:)
c	 Y11A7( N) Y CORR1)MATF. OF HAZARD N (P1.,1NET FWIE)
C
*xxY.xxxxx'x*xxXxxxx:XXXxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^:X.XXxXxxXxxxxxXx:::XXxXxX:XXt:XxX:i:xr
c	 I N I T I A1.17.F. 7dF, SIJP,ROIJT I NF. ON TIM FIRST PASS,  THEN RETURN.
C
C***xx*xr.x .Y.xxxx XxxxxYxx Y.xxxxx*X*:I:**wzAAAY.Y.xxxxxxAAXX xxAA *xAXXXx x*Xx xxxxx s: *-t
IF( INIT.NE.0) GOTO 100
ILLAI)( 5, 10) A. R,ST'llf,SIMI,Rif
10	 FOWIAT(517it).2)
WRITE( 6.20) A, B, S17H..r I.Tfi RII
20	 i'OPiL1Tl///•'S1;I.'4x `IODELI PAMVIETF.IIS **'///41X,'L-EIGIIT FILTER
I ' COL•:FF 1 C l ENT = ' , F 10.2//4 1 X, ' SLON G FILTER COF.f F I C I F.NT = 	 ,F10.2//
2 41X.'LEti-EL GROUND STEP THRESHOLD = ',F1('.2,' METERS'//41X,
3 ' SLU1'L TW I.LSHOLU = ' , 1' 1O . 2, ' DECIU.ES' //4 1 X, ' .4.SSIJMEr) HAZARD
4 ' R.1D I US = ' . 17 10. ^_ , ' METERS*)
` I 1'11 = SLT1lxllllCUlr








RAINGE( I) = 1000. 040	 CONTINiJr.
IN IT= 1
RETL'R^
100	 CON, I I I N ,E
C:cXxxxxxc:X::x::cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxx:x^:^:x^:x:
C	 THE SLrGROUTI?7E Ii.15 BEEN INITIALIZED. IF I:Q ILMEDIATE OUTPUT FROM
C	 MODELi IS DESIRZI.), PAINT OUT TM: HEADING.C
CA* *xxxxxx**xX x 7Cf*xxxxxxxxxxX*x*xx xxxxxxxx 	 xxxxr:x
1F( INTMOD.EQ.0) CO TO 12- 0
WI(1TE(b, 110)
1 10	 - FORMAT( //5 !X, ' xx YODEL 1 OUTPUT * *' //)
l:_, u	 CONT1NUL
(;''l.XXX XXXXxXXXXXx XXXXX 'I.XxX XXXXxxxxXx : ::{:.fxxx :XxXx :1::Xx:F: :XX:G'w.:.: :1::XXx:X :{ : xxx:.l#x :/:'K :Fxxx:xY:xx
C
c	 R1JN THR.OUGA THIS LOOP ONCE PER AZ I PIUTH TO PERFORM THE IN-PATH TERRAIN
C	 P Roc :SSISG.
CxxxxxXxxxxxxxxY.xY.xxxxxxxrxxxxxxx*xxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxx*xxxxxx*xxxxr^xxxxxxxxxx
14A7.=0
D0 900 IAZ = 1 , NU`L1Z
hTN( I a7) = 1
IL ,C;GE( I:1Z) = 1000. 0
88
10 C.xXxxx.xxrxxxxrrxxxrr.XSxxxsxxxr.xxyxrxxrr.XXx*sxxxxxx :► xrxxxxr.xrxx:txxr.xxrxxxxxx
C
C F 1 IIS T,	 I)FTF.R`11'lF	 1111JF	 AZ I "IOTA ANGLE TO P1101'I:IU.Y LOCA ,n' 11A•LA1ll)s
1: IN	 '1'111:	 VLANF.i'	 f IL1"11..
C x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. xxxxXY 7Rxx YX xxxx xxxxxx.xxxxxsX7rXxxxxxxxxx J. 7cxxxX7:xxxXxXxxxxxxX
T.:`11' = N1:AD'iG+A^'IUTIi( 1,1%)+.1LI'!1.'.
I^'(	 rL^u'.L•r,,,.,^,	 T1:'n' =^^.2II:31I3+•rt:`11'
!F(TE^IP.GT.(,.2ti31Fi)
	 TF:"U'=TE`D'-6.283111(;xxx ycxxsacx y.XRxx i.xxxX^ ♦ xxi^cxt^c x.Rxxx.i..^cxJcXx^^.xxtxyc7^ICxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxXx7lcxaR
C
L D1:'1LIL'1114E MIDPOINT of ALL SENSE Ju:GIoN` PROPUCIN(: W -71111'41
 s-lrNAI.ti
C AND STORE T1(F.':.
(;xXxxxXCxx xxxxxxxx:cxx^xx^xa xxxxxxxXxxxxx^:xx ^:,:. : xx.: x^«:,:.:,:x^:x^x
 ^:^^:xX^x.^xxxXx:^xXx
ICUUNI=
DO 200	 11.= 1 , NUMLAS
IIIOLD=DA!'A( IA:.L, IL)
IF( IHOI.D.I.F..0)	 GO TO 200
1 CUUN 1'= I COUNT+ 1
I P1 _.;= l 1161,11+ I
TL( ICUUN • I')=(PUS( IL, IPLS, 1)+POS( IL, IHOLD, 1))/'2,0
TM I COTINT) = ( POs-
 ( 1I., IPI.N,2)+POS( II.. IMI-D,2))/2.r`
S1( ICOUNT) = I
200 CONTI'"10JF.





ORDER THESE POINTS IN TERMS OF
	 I NCIU AS I NG R.A.NGL.
.	 CXXXxXXX^:Xxx XxxxxxxxXxxxx XY.y:XXxxXXxxxXY.Xxxxxxf:xxxxXXXY::KXXY.XxXXx^txY:XYxY'Xxxx:!:xx
1 X = I COT !N'r- 1
IF( IX.LE.0)	 GO TO 230
DU	 '2'20	 1J = 1, 1X
1 F = I .'
210 IP1 ,=IR+1
!I t TR( I PLS) . GL.1'lt( I1O) 	 GO TO :220
%'MoT.T- TR( I PLs-
'M( 11'1	 ? =111( Ill)
TR( IR)=XA()I.I)
XII01-11 = 71( IPLS)
T7.( IPf -,;) =T7.( 111)
77( IR)=XUOLD
IR= 3R- 1
!F(IR. LE. 0)	 GO TO 220





C PRI'Tr OUT RAW DATA SA..TL.E PUIVT^ 	 IF DZSIIt.L•'D.
C
Cxxxxxx :xxx:^: xxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX *y:XxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxx. xrx.xXxxr. Xx:x:r:xxX:r.Xx
1F( I NTMOD.E(!.0)	 GO TO 390
VRI7E(u,300)	 LINE
000 t(ICUL1('0',130A1)
AZH = AS`%7'H( I AZ) WRDCON
%1LITL(6,310)	 AZI!
310 F0WL%T(' OAZ I MOTH _
	
. F7. 2
	 '	 DEGREES'/* OS:.`IPLED TERRAIN POINTS: ' )
' I W^	 !CUU14 • 1'. LU. (±)	 WRITL(6 , 320)
320 FORPLIT( ' ONO S %%IPLE PO 1 NTs— )
- 1 F ( I COUNT. Lu. 0)	 Go	 • I'u	 3941
1! = 1 COUNT
I1 ,'( icouN1'.G ,r.,-'o)	 IS=20
1+RITF.(6.330)	 (TR(I),I=1, IS)
930 FOIL.'VT('01LOC	 ','2X.'20( 1X,15.'2))
1.RITP.(6.240) 	 ("7.(1),1=1. 1S)
3 .10 FOIULIM '	 IILIGLrl- : ' , 1X.20( 1X,1'5.'2) )
1F( I COUNT. I.F..20) 	 CO TO 390
IS= ICOU.N!' 40I F( I COUNT. GT. 40)	 7 1;=
I~1tITE(6,3^0)	 (TII( 1) , 1 = 21, IS)
350 FojLm>T( ' ORaNGF: ' 	 2X,'20( 1 X. F ;.2) )
tiRITE(.,,360)	 (TZ( 1) , I=21, IS,
360 F1 ► IUTAT( '	 i11:1 C111': ' , 1 X, 20 ( 1 X, F5 . ^_) )
IF( ICOUIIT. LE. 40)	 W TO 390
1,'=ICOUNT
tiRITi:(6,370)	 ( TIM"'	 1=41. IS)
370 FulUL T( ' ('' aNG?:	 2X, 20( I X, F5. 2!
ti'RITE(6,380)	 (TZ( I), I=4I. IS)
3130 FOKLL-%T( '	 HEIGHT: ' , 1X,':0( 1X, F5.2) i






(^. Y.Lx Y711 J, 1. it Y.71.I.1cfiXG'6x]ICXx^Cx^Cx YCxx X7K:^XXx^C 7/:Xfi7Kx ^C Yt ^CXx Y.xxJICxxXX7K7K:xX^K ^ICJK YCX^C X.X* y:*7kx*Y. X.*^CxY.(.
L	 A17EPIP1` '11; COIUU`CT ANY SENSOR QUANTI%A'f ION F.fttOJtR BY F.IAMINATINC
-
C	 SAPD'LE POINTS SPACED TOO CLOSELY TO P1U:VIOUS ONE OR POINTS




(;xxxxy:ycxxx^Kxxltxy ; tit1G^cy:^lcxticx^Icxx^1:^K^Icx^cx^c^: ;X^c^cx^lc^lc^c^ ,t*^k^kxx :^c^I.^1:kc^Ic^Icmxx^Kxa..": Xc^R^Ic^Icarcx^IC:k^Ic^c^Kx^ic^lc^lc^lc
1F( ICOUT-TT.T.T.3) 	 GO TO 46(,
SUM=O. r=
FT 1 M= TR( T COUNT) -TR( 1)
F,	 DO 400	 IJ=2,ICOUNTIF(TR( TJ
	 GT. 3.5)	 GO TO 4)'O
1M= IJ-1
ADTFF=AB(,;(TR( 1.1)-TR( TM) )
1F(ADIFF.GT.FTIM)	 S TM=SUPI4-FT1M
IF( ADIFF. T.F.. FTTM)
	 STJM=STJM+AT)TFF
AVG=SUM/( IJ- 1 )





IF(TW 1.1) . CT. 3.5)	 SW 1.J)=0.0
IF(TR(IJ).GT.3.5)	 GO TO 440
l i1= I .J- I
420	 1F(SX(IM). HE. 0.0)
	 GO TO 430
l ^l= I Pl- I
GO TO 420
430	 D ! FF='I'll( 1 J) -TR( 1 M)
_	 IF(DTFF,GE.AIIVG)	 GO TO 440
11'( ^WS('I*L( IPI) ) . CE. ABS (1-1( 1J)))	 SX( IJ) =0.0
IF(ABS(TZ(IM)).




1F(SX(TJ).EQ.0,0)	 GO TO 450
` 11 1 = 1 1'+ I
T7.( 1P) = T7.( T.J)






C * * x ^ x x x x *:^::Y X::x x *^:*:K *^:^: y: ye* ^c yc^c ^l: ^k^k*k:xc^:xc^K^:^l:^::K^l: xcyc:k^c:k*xc^lcy:^lc^:^k*:k*akxcak:K*^I::k^i:xc:k^^k:kak:k^:^*^k*
C
C	 IF TIIERE ARE LESS TITAN II.ALF T1IL I'OSSIL'LL NUMDER OF 1tL'ruioS
C	 OR IF THF. MOST DISTANT ITTURN IS LESS TRA.N 1.5 METERS AWAY
C	 THIS AZIMUTH IS CONSIDEII.ED TO BE IIA/.A11DUU-S.
Cx***x*x* xx*******X*ak*^**^=^x'*^^Y:x:*^****::*=K*xc:^:*:r•^Ic*^:yc*y:^?c^k^Ck:^i:^e.k:kar:is^c^l:*=l:^IcikaK^c=1:^:xc:kxc^1: a
I X= NTJMLAS/2
IF(ICOUNT.LE.IX)	 GO TO 500
1 F(TR( I COUNT) . CE. 1.5) 	 GO TO 550
C
C	 -1MRE ARE TOO FEW RETURNS TO Melly THIS A SAFE PATH. CATALOG AN IN-F	 G	 SUFFICIENT  DATA ItAZARD .r
Cyc^kx^k^lc^lcyc^l;yc^:x*^k^lc^yc^ic^cat^:at^lc*^c*^:^cxc***zk^k^:ak^k^c*^c^::k***^±kxc*^k^:^al:x^k^Y^K^I:-F****:K^:^:^:^:ak^Kxat**^e
500	 IHAZ=IHAZ+1
11•'( iuAG.G'1'. 100)	 GO TO	 1000
RTN(IAZ)=0
1AZI( 11IAZ) = 1A'L
`	 RNG= 1 . 0(	 1F( 1000N'I'.. LE. 1X)	 GO TO 5 10
RPTG= TR( T COUNT)
510	 IUL4'L( IUAL) =1LNG
I	 RANGF.( I AZ) =RIIG
90 —^1
Y'
`.I+.1::..,w.eaev w...:, :w .na. -.. r,:	 _.-	 -	 ___.:... _..^ ,.	 ., L.,w ...t ♦....,. t _^{	 -v.:rrv.t....d...:i,v..:
(;XY.Xxxs. XxaY. XxX:r.:f. XS.x7 xsxx 7R7Y.Xx^l: xxxx7l[x7R xycxxxx*xxXx :Kx7R^cxx7KYciFxxxx^ICxx :k7kx 71c: IC :^c X^ ..7c 7k ^k 7K
C
C	 RANGE. IS THE. DISTANCE. TO THE HAZARD. PU TAIS INTO ITS X.Y COORDINATES
C	 ( PLANET FILvIE) .
(,XXx7RxxXxxXX'X*Xx^xXxx xxxxxx*xxY.XXxXxxxX^:x**xxXxxxx7xxY.^:»::K:IcycXxXY:Xy:ycalcycyc:KX7KMC^c7Kx:lc'
I F(TF:MI'. (:T. 1 . 57011) GO TO 520
AYG=1'E"1J'
YJ1A .( I IIA7.) =YMRV+RNr*rOS(Af(G)
%IIAZ( I UAZ) = )Cf tV+R1(G*S I N(A1(G)
CO 'V0 55(t
520	 IF(=IP.GT.3.14159) GO TO 530
ANC='.1. 14159—TEIII'
I'll l2 IHA7.)=YMItV-RNG*COS(AITG)
XILJ( 1HAL) =XfU(V+1LM;*S I M ANG)
GO TO 550
330	 1F('1'LM1'.G'1'.4.71239) CO TO 540
ANG=4.71239—TEMP




YL1A'L( I1LVZ) = YMLV+IUVG*COS(ANG)
X'11,17.( I JTA7) =)-_"fRV—R.*(GXS I M ANG)
550	 CONTINUE(:Xxxxx^xXx:FXxx«XXXXXXXXx*XxXxXXXXXXXXaFXXX^XxXXX'-xX:x^I::Xa:x:icXXxXXXX^:i'xxXXxx:kX^:xXXX
r_
c	 R'FrTD` TFRR_ATN FTI.TF.RING.
r	 F I It`':•I', 1JL"1'L• sIIN L TILL TRUE SLO1 1 E OF 'I'HL: VE111 CL E ALONG THIS AZ I MUTIL.
CXX XXxX 7•xxXXXxxXX*Xx*Xx****x*a}:*^:X*Y-** *xx*x********^:***X*:Kx*JK******^: ^C:Y•7K**y::k***
DELTA= ASKUTN( T A7.) +ALPHA
TS i D = ATAN ( TAN (SLI' IN) *COS ( DELTA) — TrL'i (S LII Clt`) *SIN ( DELTA) )
SX( 1) =TS IT)
CXX**XXX :^X:F:f• Xx*X:FxxY.***CXX:X: ^^cxY: * ^:X:*^:^: ^:Y:.Y.X:******•Y•**x:*^I:**xxY:^:*:kM**:it*^c^Kx**xx*Y.**'
c
C	 NOW RUT? THROUGH THE FILTERS.
C:s:xxxxxxxxXxxXxxxX :xx:k:xx ** ^x*:xXx^ : Y.:r.:lex:x:*rxx:xXx :Rx:xx:* x:x:*^:^:*k:^:*x:xx^: ^cx.*^c*:F. :Y.:k***-x.*:r.^c








DO UOO tJ = 2, 1COUN'1'
IM=IJ-1
'I'L( 1J)=(( 1.O—A)*'1'L( 1.J))+(A*'1L( 1?D )Cxxx^c^tX:FxxxxxxxxxxxXx:x:sXS*xx:^xXxxXx:r:x^:x:^Xxxx:***xXxx:^^:x*xxxxxxxXx*xx*x*^c^c****^:
C
C	 GET THE DATA TO BE USED IN THE CROSS—PATH ANALYSIS.
C
r*xxxx**xx^IcxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx :^xXXxxx:xxxxX :d::^x:^xxK'.:^XXxx.-xxx*x :i:X*xx:x :K:K:k:K* J::I: k::^
1F('11t( If1) . LL. (1.'^5)) Clt^'L( 1 , lAL) = '1°G( lfl)
1F((TR(1.J).GT.(1.25)).,^ik.(TR(JJ).LE.(1.5))) CRSZ(2,IAZ)=7Z(IJ)
IF((Tlt(1J).GT.(1.5)).ANI).i't'lt(1J).LL.(t.75))) CIL,4Z(3,IA7,)=TL(1J)
1F((TR( 1J).CT.( 1.75)).AN'U.(TR( I.J),I.F..(2_0))) GR.SZ(4, JAZ)=TZ( T.1)
IF((TR(IJ). GT. (2.0)). AND. (TR(IJ).
 LE. (2._5))) CRSZ(5,IAZ)=1L(IJ)
IF( (TIVIJ).C'f.(2.25)).
 AND. (TR(I.J),I.E.(3.5)))• MIZZ(6.TA7.)=T7.(T.J)
IF((TR(1J).GT.(2.5)).AND.(TR(IJ).LE.(2.75))) CRSZ(7,IAZ)=1Z(IJ)
( 1 . 0-13) *ATAN( (T7.( IJ) — TL( III) ) /(TR( I.J) — TR( 1 ,1 1f) ) )) +( R*TST`)
ESTSLP=TSID+TSK
SX( 1 J) = L•'ti'1`_ LI'




CAS zw=zv. A A Z' cxXXA I : xXX y[.RXx7R 1. XJ.Y.:RXXX^:,XXXY. XX7CXXXXXXXY,„C7fxX^ ' X'X x:ICXXXY.XXY.XXXXX Xxy:X'xxX
r.
c	 BEGIN DETL:Ilt1INAT1ON FOIL ILIZAIWOUS VLIPI(r171. TFST SLOP I: THRESHOLD.
C
^:xxxxxsxXXxxxXxx XXY:xXx:^xxxXX^xXxxX^XxXX^:xxXXX^xxxxXXX^^:XxxXxx^xx^*x*^XXxXx*^xx
1 F( AR^(F_^T'+LP) . (;T. SLTTf) I?VI= IJ
1!' (,w•(L^'1^L1') . GT. SLTil) GO TO 700(;*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxs:xxxxxxx:^xxx:isx:xxxxxxxxx^; :^:^;^:^:^;^xx*:^:xx:^:^x ^::^:^x
C




I F (AES . G'T . (S LTI Ix . 67) . AND. ALS . LE. (S LTll* 5 . /6.))
 S'1711U S = S'1'1'lli'^ .
I F( AKS . CT. (SI.THz5 . /6 .)) ST1fRFc= STTII/4.
DO 610 ICIIK= I. IM
I CIM= 1.1- 1 Cill.
D i FF= TR( t.J) -TR( I?M
IF(1)IFF.,.7.STHRFS) CO TO 610
IF( 1CTIK.) Q. 1) GO TO 620
I F( 111 F'F'. I:(). ST1i1LF:S) CO TO 620
1 "ftl= I vI+ i
CO TO 6'20
610	 CONTINUE
f)	 LS'1'1)11='I*L( IJ) -TL( 1M D
ESTDH=AHS(ESTDTI)
1 F( ESTI1ll. LL. S'1 WLES) GO TO 800
C












C	 FIND THE X,V COORD1NATE OF EACH HAZARD.
C
Cxxx^IcxxxxxX^c9cxyc^cxxxxx^cx *^cx*xxXx*xx*^cxxx^cx**x^lc^c:lcxxxxxx^:*xx*^txxxxxxxx^Kx*xxxx**x
IF(TEPfP.GT.1.5708) GO TO 720




720 1F(TEPIP.GT.3.14159)	 GO TO 730
ANC= 3. 14159—TEPIY
YMIM IHAZ) =YPIRV—RNG*COS(ANG)
XILA7( I1LAZ)=X lIJtV+RNC*SIN(A.NC) 	 `*
GO TO 800
730 I F ('rEM1' . (;'T. 4.71239)	 CO TO 740
ANG=4.71239—TEMP
YIIJA.Z( 1UAZ) = YrUlV—ILN(	 SIN( ANG)
XNAZ( IHAZ) =MRV— RNG*COS{ A l(G)
GO TO 1300
740 ANG=6.28318—TETIP
YlUZ( IUAL) = YPUtV+1tN(;*-(:OS( ANG)
iMA7( 1HAZ) =}u"iRV-RrfG-*SIN( Ai(G)
800 C(SN'1'1NUL:
a^
JrZi:YYXXXY. X%[XX'IXXXXYYYxYX:f.1XYYL'l'i'xX YXXYXXiX 'lXXXXX 'l XX XXXXXXXX XY Y YYXXX XYXXX XXXXX
( M
c PRINT MIT FIT.TF.RF.D PATA IF DFSIRM.
r
(.XXXXZXXX xXYXXXX	 XxxXXX= M=wwx
Y
L11u CON'TINU)'
I F'( I i(TMOn. F.(1.0)	 co To n:1u
IF• ( ICOUNT. E ll. U)	 GO TO '!kill
110	 1115	 l = 1 , I COUNT
	
sS1( 1) =SX( I) 711DC0I+
II10 CONTINUF:
1 SAVII= I IIAZ- I SAVI1
Wit I TM 6, 820 
820 FOR?L1T( ' OTERMIN ESTIMATES: ' )
IG=ICOUNT
1 F( ICOUT(T. GT.20)	 IS=20
WILITE(6,1125) 	 (1'It( 1), 1 = 1, (S)
825 FOR?LNT(' ORANGE: . , ^_X.20( 1X. F5.2) )
WIWI'E(6,11:10)	 (TL( 1).1 = 1. IS)
830 FOR?L•1T('	 IIEIGITT: ' . 1X.2(j(1 X. F5.2) )
Nlll'1'1r(6,L1:{5)	 (Sk( 1) . l = (, lS)	 i
835 FOR?LET(•	 SLOPE: ' .2X.20( IX. F5. 1))
IF( ICUUNT. LE.S0) 	 GO TO 1170
1 S= 1 COUI(T
IF( 1(;UUN'1'. G'1'.40)	 1.^=40
WRITE(6,840)	 (TRM .1=21.IS)
040 1' Ult?lA'1'(' O II^"lGlr; • .'2X. 'd0 ( 1 X, 6'S .'2) )
WRIM 6,845)	 (17(1),I=21.IS)
045 1 U1(?L1'1'(' 	 LlL1Gll'1': ' . 1X,'d0C 1X.1 ^.'.8) )
WRIM 6.850)	 (SX(1).T=21,IS)
1150 FOIUTAT('	 1--'LOPL:',2X,20(1X,F5.1))	 3
IF( ICOUNT. LF..40) GO TO 870
IS= 1000NT
WR1'1'F(6,9iS)	 (IRM .1=41.15)
855 FORMAT( ' ORANGE: ' ,'2X,'20( 1X,15 . -6 ) )
VP. ITF.(6Ji60)	 (177(1).1=41.15)
860 MUM**	 11EIGLTI': ' , 1X,'20( IX, 1 •'5.'2) )
MtITF(6.1165)	 (SX(i).1=41.151
865 FOIt1'L%T('	 SLOPE: ' :?X,'20( 1X, F5. 0)




	 1 HAZARD CATALO(FP ON THIS AZTMUTH.')
IF( ISAVII.EQ. 1)
	 CO 'I'0 9Q(p
VR1TF(6.Rf30)	 ISAI'R
880 FOIIMAT( `U' , 1a, '
	 11e12A.IU), CATALOGED ON THIS ALIPIU—M. ' )
9+111 roNTINiTE
C^^>~ * *X ^.^*xX ^*X ^:^:xx^Xx: :f.^:k:X^:X7:^c7^XYY. ^:?!;Y:k:^:Y•Y^Y^^C7Y• Y:^cx:^Y• ^cyC^K^K^:7KyC^KX^C Yt7K^K]K^K^K^K7K^IGx :K^Cx^G7K^Ic^Cakxr.
C AT THIS POINT EACH AZIMU'>'II ILLS BEEN EXAMINED AND TAE IN-VATLI ANALYSIS
C IS COMPUTE. NOW PERFOM THE CROSS-PATH ANALYSYS.
C^c yc ycxxX x xyol:^Jc:I; ycx :k:K^cX :IcXX:k :K^c^; ycxX^lt**
 al:^*^xX *x:IC ^:^K:jc**






I F(_0S(CRSPTH) . GE. SLOPTH) GOTO 910
DU 970	 1J= 1,7
~
LO 970 I!1Z= 1 , NUMZ
IF( IA'L.L•'Gl. I)GOTO 970
w IF(CRSZ(IJ,IAZ).LE.100.) GOT0 905(:f)'1'0	 97U
905 IF(CRSZ(IJ,IAZ-I).GT.100.)GOTO 970
't om CL1K=(0!t`'L( 1J, !A'L)-CIIS'L( 1J, IA7,-1))
IF(CRSPTH.GE.SLOPTR*.67)GOTO 950
" l k'(C11_^1'"1'll. LL. (-, b7•SLU1"Cll)) GU'1'U 960
I F(CRSPTR. GE . (O.0) . i%tTD. CHK. LE. -STMIES) GOTO 911
'"" i l (C11^1"1'!1. L'1'. (U. U) . AIVll. CLLN.. GL. S'1°LLtiS) GU'lY) 910
j IFCCRK.LE.STIIRES)GOTO 970
910 1 AZT= I A'LGOTC) 912
911 1.U1-- 1 AZ- I





C**R K*xXd..**Xx 7.YXXY.7XXXYY.XYXX*7•lX7XX^::►.XXX7I.XY.XXX:f:XY•XXXXXX^C7KXXYXX^CXXX7KXXX^KXX7RX:1l Y.X7^C
Cas D
C IF THERE IS AN	 INI'AT11 OBSTACLL CLOSLIt TIUN '1'U1:: CltOS`1'A°1'U JlA'LAIU),
C IGNORE. THE CROSc1'Al.'i IRFy I)I.7S,	 OTIIF.RNISE CATALOG A CROSSPAT11 IIAZA.RD.
^fl	 C
^/	 (.ycXXX7CX'XXXxaKXy: ^1C^R7RyCXx ]kXX^tXXXX^CXMY:kX `^ CXXXXX7K *'JCXXXXXYXYx7RXx XX^CYYXYY7CYYYlXXY 'l.YYY:k 7::1:
IF(IHAZ.EQ.0)COTO 925
DO 920 K= I. I HA7
I F ((I AZ I (IO . EQ. I AZT) . AND. (RHAZ(IO . LE. RNG)) GOTO 970
920 CON,riNUI:
925 AZIT=ASMb-M( I AZT) *RDCON
Klt 1'1'E(6 , 930) A'lll
930 FOIUL-kT(' CROSSPATH HAZARD CATALOGED ON AZIMM '.F7.2)
1 LA'L= l HA'L+ I
u IAZI( IHAZ)=`IAZT
ICl'1(( l A	 l') = 0
RHAZ(IRAZ)=RNG
lULNGE( IXL1) =1LNC
TF(TEPIP.CT.1.5708) 	 COTO 935
^LN G= '1'Lrll'
YTi AZ( THAZ) =WMV+RNCxCOS( ANC)
XUAZ( IHAL) = XM1tV+IING S 1N(	 NG)
COTO 970
935 I F ('l'Lru'. GT. 3. 14159)	 GOTO 940
AlliG=3. 14159-TL`-rLN_
YA AZ( THAT.) =YMRV-RNG*COS(ANG)
X11AZ( 1ll42) =Xr1lV+H,4(;*S 1 N(A,NG)COT() 970
940 1 F ('1'Lrll' . GT. 4.71':19)
	 GOTO 945
ANC;=4.71239-TEMP
Y11AZ( I1LU) = YrlllV-llNG*S 1N(A.NG)
XHA7.( I HAZ) = XMRV-RNCXCOS(AIiG)
GATO 974
945 ANC=6.26318-TEMP
YiL* Z( IIll'L) =YM11V+RNG*COS(A.NG)
XHA7.( 1 HA7.) = 3%T(RV-RNGYS I N( ANC)
GOTO 974
950 1F(CRSPTH. CR . ST.OPTR*.83)COTO 955





1 F(CHk. (:'1`. (. 5*STltRES)) COTO 910
GOTO 970
965 1F(C11K. GT. (.25*STARES))COTO 910
970 CONTINUEGO '1'O	 1020
C*Xx X*XXx XX %KT• :F :K :^ :I:xxxX*x^x^K x :x:fiYx^c ^K %K:Ie:IC^^C xak :R^K %KK^K ^C %k%I:al: ^k ^K :K%R^:%k^: ^:^rx %l::K*af:X^c^7: Y. ^: a^t* ^c^: ^:*X: k:
C HAZARD LIMIT EXCEEDED.
C
Cxxxxxxxxxx^*:^x:1:x^ :Fx:^x:Kx::k:i::Xx^Fx:Fxx^x:^x^:x^^x^xatxx*xc*^ *xx^*^*x^:k:K:Y.:kx: ******^:y:**x:^:1004 N1t1'1'L(6, 1010)
1010 FOR?I..NT(/,,'/' OVER 100 HAZARDS CATALOGED - PROCESSING TERMINATED.')
a4
JCAV Sam* xaxxx xxx Xxx Y.xxxxxXxxxl.xY.x xxx . x "t.:l.x xx*xxxxxxxx y.xxxxxY.xxxx:lcx]I.^:x Y.x*x xY'' ,l^':
c
C	 ORDER ALL 1L1'LAIWS IN OIWL''ll Or IfieliEeLSINC 14LNGI_
C ar xx:r :. :^c xxxxxYxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^r xxxxxx^ ► xxxxxxxxxx*x^exaa^rx*xxxxxxxx^lcxif
1020	 GONTINTH:
I X= 11L1'L- I




l F(ItHA7.( IP! C) .CF.. RHA7.( TR)) CO TO 1040
MOLD=RIL1Z( IPLS)
PJIAZ( I P1-;) = RIIAZ( I R)
R1L%Z( IR)=MOLD
X1MI.D =
 XIIA7.( I PI S)
M.1Z( IPLS) = M:1Z( IR)
XUA'L( I )U = MIMI)
MIOLD= YHAZ( I PLS)
YlUZ( 11'LS) = YHAZ( 1 R)
YHAV IR)=XITOLD
111ULI1= IA:.-I i( l!'L_S)
IAZI( IPLS) = L%ZI( IR)
l A'L l ( 1 lU = 111OLI)
1R= 1 fl- I




CaXxxxxx ^x^:xxxxxx: ;3xxxxxxxxxxa^ ^: xaxxxxxxxrx7xxxxx :xxxx7 xWx: :xxxxx^xx: xxx^c=:x^:^:xx^ : x:x^:y:
C	 PR I N7 OUT EUZARD CATALOG IF DESIRED.
C^:XxXX: ^.:wx:w:fw.:i::w':l:w*J::Y.::::F'l.:J::l:9:w{:X^ww•ww7:^::::X'ly:?:J:XXXy: IX:KXXJ-:K ^:X**Y. X: X: a: Y. J.X77. Y:1: Y.:Y•^::}: y::!:7: ^::!: Y:.
hltll'L(6, 1 100) LINE
1 160	 FOR:!'-M '0' .130M ,I ,
I F( 1161L. L''12.0) WIL1' 1'1 •:(6, 1 1 10)
1 1 1 O	 FOIUL1T( ' U' .351. '140 -," `RDS CATALOGED -MIS SCAM'
1!'( 111.1!_. EU. 0) GO To 1 134+
RITE( 6. 1 12i+^
1120	 1'U1tILa'1'( '(l' .4 1 X, ' 1LAZA1W CA'1'ALCG' //24X, 'AZ 1 MU'I'11' , I OX, ' WCE' . I l x,




L•RITF(6. 1 130) ROUT. RRA7_(!) .%HAZ T) ,YTL%Z( I)
11.30	 t'UItfLCI'(^1X,1^ lU.'..^X.1^ lU.'^,^Y,1^ 1U.2,^X,1^ 1U.:3D
1140	 CONTIN17F.
1 150	 1;111 11(6 , 1160)
1 160	 FORIMAT( '0' )
1_'00	 CONTINUL•'
R RTI IR:;
E!4 D
95
